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Strategic Planning 
Financial Structure and Operations 

September 1, 2015 3:00 p.m. RPL 325 
 
Members Present: Sandy Cheffer, Pat Chronister, Shirley Goines, Linda Johnson, 
Stephen Jones, Jim Musser, Donna Rankin, Niki Schwartz, Jeff Woods 
 
I. Introductions of group members 
 
II. Preliminary discussions: 
 - the role of the working groups, the SPC and the strategic planning process 
 - the nature of the Financial Structure and Operations central focus 
 - the initial charge given to the group and its implications 
 - distributed the questions and topics for discussion supplied by the SPC 
 
III. Areas of extra interest: members expanded upon or clarified areas within the 
preliminary topics that should be further explored such as: 
 - new buildings needed based upon condition, offices, classroom space, etc. 
 - financial aid concerns such as student debt, default rates, discounts, etc. 
 - coordination with the other workings groups on areas of shared interest 
 - special conditions of state funding, spending caps, etc. 
 - staffing concerns, lean staffing, policies & procedures 
 
Adjourned @ 4:15 p.m. 
 
Next meeting: September 8, 2015, 3:00 p.m. RPL 325; Guest: Ken Wester, OIS 
 
Attached: Charge to group & list of topics supplied 
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The Charge: This Working Group of the SPC is responsible for addressing the 
challenges and opportunities related to net tuition revenue increases and cost 
reductions as well as capital resources necessary to maintain and enhance robust 
university programs consistent with Arkansas Tech University’s mission. It is also 
responsible for addressing the challenges and opportunities related to the physical and 
technological infrastructure necessary to support the university’s programs consistent 
with the mission. 
 
Finance/Revenues: 
What growth in net tuition revenue can be expected given enrollment projections 
consistent with the enrollment and marketing working group? 
What rates of tuition and financial aid increase does this growth imply? 
How do these rates of increase relate to family income growth and demographic trends? 
What are the projections for state funding over the next five years and beyond? 
What were Tech’s net tuition revenues by program over the last five years, and what are 
the net tuition revenue projections by program over the next five years?  
For which programs does net tuition revenue currently fail to exceed direct expenses 
and to what extent should they be expected to exceed them?  
 
Finance/Expenses: 
What level of new budget investment might be possible given net tuition growth 
opportunities and a less ultra-conservative budget contingency policy? 
From a financial point of view, are there new areas of budget investment that should be 
considered? 
In what areas should cost reduction be pursued, notwithstanding any opportunities for 
new budget investment?  
 
Finance/Budget: 
Does the current budget process support achieving strategic goals or should changes 
be made in the process? 
Are there capital expenditures, including spending on deferred maintenance, that are 
critical to achieving strategic goals?  
What capital funds are currently available and what capital funds become available in 
the budget each year? 
What level of capital funding reserves should the university maintain? 
What funding might be made available to support new strategic initiatives from both the 
operating budget and capital budget? 
What is the university’s current debt policy and should it be revised? 
What funding comes from the Foundation and how are decisions made with regard to its 
use? 
 
Finance/Personnel: 
What is the process for adding positions and does it support the achievement of 
strategic goals? 
How might the process be improved? 
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What are the university’s current levels of compensation for both faculty and staff and 
what are reasonable long-term goals for compensation? 
How are faculty and staff members evaluated and does their evaluation get expressed 
in their compensation? 
What is the compensation level for students working on campus and is it reasonable? 
Are the students asked to do real work? 
 
Infrastructure/Plant: 
What is Tech’s current inventory of buildings, categorized by age and condition? 
How much deferred maintenance is there according to the state formula and how much 
based on internal university assessment? 
How much urgent deferred maintenance is there that must be addressed in the next five 
years to keep a building operational, and how much can reasonably be addressed 
beyond the five-year horizon? 
What are the most urgent issues and how urgent are they? 
What provisions for preventive and capital maintenance appear in the budget? 
What additional buildings are in the works or are needed to meet strategic goals? 
What is the rough estimate of cost and sources of funding for each? 
 
Infrastructure/Technology: 
What does the information technology infrastructure on campus consist of and how 
robust and up to date is it? 
What is the level of classroom technology and how often is it updated? 
What are the goals for classroom technology? 
What is the inventory of university-owned computers and how is it managed so as not to 
grow the base inventory unnecessarily? 
What is the policy for who gets a computer and how is it enforced? 
How are computer users supported, both faculty for classroom and research use and 
staff or work use? 


